Roman languages
The attention to speech genres among modern linguists has increased significantly. The concept "genre" has become the object of study of such branches of linguistics as sociolinguistics, pragmalinguistics, stylistics and text linguistics, communicative-functional linguistics, linguistic anthropology, cognitology, as well as within the framework of rhetorics, poetics, cultural studies, ethnography and folkloristics. The origin of this theory belongs to the Russian scholar M. M. Bakhtin 1 . However, the studies of the specific types of speech genres, the prescriptive genres in particular, in our opinion, require further research that determines the topicality of our research.
Analysis of recent researches and publications. Many Ukrainian and foreign linguists dedicated their works to the problem of speech genres, e.g. M. M. Bakhtin, F. S. Batsevych, T. V. Yahontova, T. V. Shmeliova, V. Ye. Goldin, K. F. Sedov, M. Yu. Fedosiuk, S. Haida, J. Swales, R. Hassan, and others. Speech genre is interpreted widely: as a unit of speech, as a kind of functional style, as a form of verbal communication, as a kind of speech, which depends on the communicative situation. Polish scholar B. Witosz identifies the following modern achievements in the field of theory of genres: 1) destruction of the boundaries between literary and practical genres; 2) recognition of the complex (multigenre) structure of the utterance; 3) "loosening" of the text frame and its genre model; 4) recognition of direct oral communication area of various forms of communication (contemporary discourse analysis, philosophy of a dia-logue); 5) underlining of the status of genre theory of conversational genres, and the use of scientific typology 2 .
Aim of the article. This article aims at investigating the prescriptive genres, describing their basic characteristics, determination of their lexical, grammatical and stylistic features in the modern artistic discourse of Ian McEwan.
The problem of speech genres war raised by the Russian scientist M. Bakhtin in his monograph "The Problem of Speech Genres". Among the Ukrainian scientists the most significant contribution belongs to F. S. Batsevych, who, in our opinion, gives the most accurate, complete and unambiguous definition of speech genre (SG). According to his studies, SG is one of the most important categories of communicative linguistics, together with discourse (text) and speech act (message). SG is a speech unit, a complex synthesis of messages (speech acts), combined by the communicative tactics of the sender, the model of the addresser and the addressee, the communicative purpose, the communicative meaning, the specific genre of tonality, "ringed" by the previous and the following speech genres. It is a part of the discourse, a typical way of building a language code associated with certain situations and is created to deliver the specific content (communicative meaning). The group of speech genres forms a functional style of a language. The fluency in a certain language and culture is impossible without mastering the system of speech genres inherent in this language 3 .
There are three main approaches to the problem of SG:
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Chaikovska N. Presciptive speech genres in the postmodern english discourse... lexical, stylistic and situational. T.V. Shmeleva gives the wide description of each one. The first lexical approach is based on the interpretation of the SG names and their semantics. It is based on the word use analysis in the specific language situations. However, the results of the study from this point of view cannot be exhaustive, because different SGs might have the same name and, on the other hand, one genre might have different names. The second approach is stylistic, which lies in the analysis of the text, its composition and use of specific vocabulary, etc. The third approach corresponds to the concept of M. M. Bakhtin the most. It is based on the fact that SG is a model of the utterance, and therefore the SG study requires the defining the models and studying their implementation in various speech situations 4 . The most well-known criteria to allocate and classify the SGs were the SG model by T. V. Shmeleva. This model is used to describe all the SG. It is expressed by a series of questions aimed at determining the following characteristics of SG: communicative aim; a concept of the author (addresser); a concept of the recipient (addressee); dictum; the factor of communicative past and future; formal organization or linguistic embodiment of the genre 5 .
Communicative aim is considered to be the main feature, the basis of the genre typology. For its definition, T. V. Shmeleva uses the following concepts: a world of information, evaluation of real events and social relations implemented in conventional forms 6 . Communicative aim was choose by N.D. Arutiunova together with the intention of speaking to form the basis of her concept. According to the communicative aim she allocates: an informative dialogue; prescriptive dialogue; a dialogue-exchange of views with the purpose of making decisions or finding truth; dialogueresolving interpersonal relationships; "small talk" genres, among which there are emotional, artistic and intellectual 7 .
Prescriptive dialogues constitute a significant proportion of all speech genres. It contains a request, an order, a promise or refuse to perform a certain action. Communicative aim is viewed to motivate the addressee to perform a certain action. The addresser assumes its unconditional execution (concept of the addresser) and has a certain influence on the addressee, and the recipient undertakes to perform the action or not (the concept of addressee), that is, in some way, to respond to the incentive. Communicative past is proactive and contributes to a certain situation, and communicative future is predictable: it is either agreement or refusal. Dictum shows the situation that contributed to the emergence of a specific order or request, and linguistic embodiment is a further implementation or a failure of motivation. For example, «He paused to gather his courage. "It's a divorce!" … "How dare you say that." " 'S true," he mumbled and looked away. … "If you hit me," he said quickly, "I'll tell The Parents." … "You will never ever use that word again. D'youhearme?"» 8 .
Prescriptive dialogues may also be called imperative. They may contain the following SGs: an order, request, advice, threat, persuasion and so on. In the previous example, a threat (If you hit me,"..."I'll tell The Parents.) and an order ("You will never ever use that word again.") can be seen. These SG are realized through such linguistic devices as the use of imperative sentences, subjunctive mood, future and future-in-the-past tenses and modal verbs (should, mustn't, etc.).
In the novel "Atonement" by Ian McEwan, the examples of the following prescriptive (imperative) SG can be seen: a request, e.g. "I was wondering if you'd do me a favor," he said as he came up to her. "Will you run ahead and give this note to Cee?" "I'll be there in a few minutes," he started to say… 9 ; a proposal, e.g. "You really ought to come and stay with me and look around." 10 ; a persuasion, e.g. Leon was saying to her, "How about this? I'm good at voices, you're even better. We'll read it aloud together." 11 ; a prohibition, e.g. "No secrets at the dinner table, boys… 12 ; an order: "…You'll apologize, or go now to your room." 13 ; a threat, e.g. "Darling, if this continues, I must ask you to leave the table." 14 ; advice, e.g. "You could be a little less expressive toward your sister." 15 ; direction, e.g. "Nurse, you'll go and help apply the Bunyan bags to Corporal Mac-Intyre's arms and legs. You'll treat the rest of his body with tannic acid. If there are difficulties, you'll come straight to me 16 ."
According to the analyzed examples, we can define the prescriptive genres peculiarities. At the lexical level, for example, the use of such verbs as wonder, insist, mind, do a favor, adverbs really, one more time, now, straightaway (especially for giving strength to the statement), and also the words please. Regarding grammatical features, we allocated some features of prescriptive SG: 1) the use of modal verbs: would, should, could, ought to, must, might, need, and modal expressions had better; 2) the use of questions using the modal verb will, especially for requests; 3) the use of the Past Continuous to give the effect of politeness; 4) the wide use of Future Simple, in the sentence independently, and as part of the subjunctive mood (First Conditional); 5) the use of the subjunctive mood (First Conditional and 56 Roman language Second Conditional); 6) the use of auxiliary verbs to strengthen the statements; 7) the use of negative particles no, not, for prohibitions; 8) the use of nominal sentences; 9) the use of imperative and exclamatory sentences.
From the stylistic point of view, prescriptive genres are characterized by the use of graphic stylistic devices, in particular the use of italics for logical and emotional strengthening: "You'll be in this play, or you'll get a clout, and then I'll speak to The Parents. "If you clout us, we'll speak to The Parents" "You'll be in this play or I'll speak to The Parents." 17 , and phonetical stylistic devices, e.g. alliteration: "You. Yes you. You'll do" [j] 18 ; the vulgarisms and slangs are widely used on the lexical level of the novel, e. g. "I'll be quite honest with you. I'm torn between breaking your stupid neck here and taking you outside and throwing you down the stairs." 19 Among the syntactic stylistic devices we would like to mention repetition: "Put away your guns, Messieurs." "Put away yours. 20 and polysyndeton which is also considered as its type.
Summary and prospects for further research. Based on the described above, prescriptive genres are a set of specific linguistic phenomena specific to the situation. Their features depend on the distinctive communicative purpose. Extralinguistic conditions of the situation (the intention of the addresser, dictum) are implemented by using certain language clichés, phenomena and concepts. Prospect of further researches we see in the detailed study of other types of speech genres and comparing them with each other.
. Chaikovska Nataliateacher of Department of Foreign Languages of Higher Educational Establishment of Ukraine "Bukovinian State Medical University". Scientific interests: the genre theory and stylistic discourse analysis.
Methodology of teaching in higher school
Topicality. The present day reality shows the international relations expansion of Ukraine and its integration into the world community. Under such conditions, more and more attention has paid to the study of foreign languages, as it applies to all spheres of life where foreign languages are the key to the development of international relations, the holding of scientific conferences, the cultural exchange between representatives of different countries and the exchange of information.
The significance of foreign language skills can hardly be overestimated today, as evidenced by the following international events: 2016 was declared the year of English, 2017 was the year of German, and the XXI century is called the Polyglots' Century by UNESCO, which means that knowledge of foreign languages is an indispensable prerequisite for the development of education in modern society.
Education reform poses increased demands on the measurement of knowledge, skills and abilities of student youth in modern conditions. The introduction of a thematic system of knowledge and skills accounting sets the task before the teacher, in addition to traditional forms of checking the results of learning activities, to practice more and written forms of control. The problem of evaluation is primarily due to the fact that the control should be objective and give full information about the results of the educational process. Consequently, it is necessary to search for modern methods and means of accounting and evaluation of knowledge and skills.
Historiography.The study of the subject of our study was devoted to the work of such scholars as Tsvetkova Z.M. 1 , Artemova V.A. 2 , Lado R. 3 , Bennet I.A. 4 , Galperin P.Ya. 5 , Sklyarenko N.K. 6 The practical orientation of teaching a foreign language defines both methods and objects of control in checking the knowledge, skills and abilities of students. The theory of teaching methods should determine the optimal forms and methods of checking not only knowledge but also the skills and abilities of students. However, this issue hasn't been resolved yet. Control is so closely associated with the content of learning that for many years in a number of tech- niques this question was not discussed 7 , in other textbooks in methodology 8 , this problem was discussed to certain extent, but not properly developed. In 1957 Z. M. Tsvetkova noted that although the control and accounting of knowledge is a very important part of the study, the method of their conduct in a foreign language is very poorly developed 9 .
Published articles covered the organization of students' knowledge control of certain types of speech activity 10 , complex study in all types of speech activity 11 , in connection with the application of new methods for identifying students' knowledge and problems of programmed learning 12 .
In the collective monograph "The general methodology of teaching foreign languages in high school" 13 there are some methods of control organization in secondary school. However, neither the listed articles nor the above work do not systematize the most effective methods of control that do not elaborate the question of objective indicators for each stage of study, do not offer evaluation criteria. With regard to works that highlight the problem of accounting for knowledge, skills and abilities in non-philological higher education institutions, their list is even more limited. Magazine articles devoted to this question mainly describe the methods of tracking the success of a foreign language related to the use of educational machines. The track record of success depends on the degree and purpose of training. V.A. Artemov 14 believes that the purpose of teaching foreign languages determines the process of learning in terms of the program, the installation and relations between a student and a teacher. Depending on the purpose and degree of education, the correlation between control of students' knowledge and skills is also changing.
R. Lado 15 fairly criticizes the compilers of the tests that they are more concerned with how to conduct tests, rather than with linguistic testing problems. Frequently discussed questions are: Should I use the translation while controlling knowledge? Is it easier to conduct objective tests than other types of controls? Are they motivated? How is it possible to control productive skills? Such questions become of great importance: Do we want to see the degree of the ability to understand the spoken language, and do we know what this ability involves? Then the following questions are: Does the translator check the ability to perceive the language by hearing, to what extent is it economical? Etc.
Therefore, one cannot solve the problem of control, without defining speech skills. Defining speech skills indicators is necessary to identify control objects. At the same time, before starting to consider the objects of control in teaching foreign languages, it is necessary to briefly define what includes the learning process of foreign languages and, therefore, what needs to be controlled. The general purpose of teaching foreign languages is to practice language proficiency. However, private goals differ in educational institutions of different types. Non-philological higher education institutions acquire their own specifics. Universities prepare their students directly for practical activities but from different specialties, so preparing students to use knowledge of a foreign language in connection with the future specialty acquires a professional orientation. The foreign language program for medical universities considers this discipline as an independent course, the main task of which is to provide future specialists in various fields of science and technology with practical knowledge of a foreign language to the extent necessary for the use of language knowledge in their productive activities.
As a matter of fact, the task is to prepare future doctors to read articles on the specialty for obtaining scientific and medical information, compilation of abstracts and annotations on medical literature in a foreign language. This, in our opinion, is the main goal of teaching a foreign language in non-non-philological higher education institutions. In addition, a future specialist needs to develop the ability to use oral communication to exchange scientific and professional information with foreign specialists in the field of their specialty at meetings, conferences and seminars.
It is clear that the students' goals of nonnonphilological higher education institutions in terms of mastering a foreign language imply that different types of speech activity should be monitored. To master these types of speech activity it is necessary that students know particular lexical units, grammatical models, rules of reading. Not having a sufficient lexical minimum and not being able to correctly construct sentences, a person learning a foreign language can't use it as a means of communication (written and oral). Acquiring knowledge, skills and abilities of a foreign language is in close interconnection.
Despite all the alternatives, we consider four basic skills (listening, speaking, reading, and writing) as components of a single, entire communication act. However, in order to more differentiated control of certain knowledge, skills and abilities, in order to be able to timely eliminate defects in the mastering of any material or mastering any skill or understanding, we consider it appropriate to carry out not only complex control, but also control of individual objects assimilation at each given stage. As you can see, testing of speech skills can be the subject of final examination (final examinations at school, exam in non-philological higher education institutions). In this case, the teacher sees whether he has achieved the common goal set before him. In the process of training we should control not only the ability to operate the linguistic material in the situation of communication, but also the course and degree of assimilation of , 1968, P. 149. 15 Robert Lado. Movne testuvannya [Language testing], N'yu York, 1964. Bennet proposes to include these skills in order to determine the general preparedness of students. For students of a non-philological higher educational institution all these skills are not obligatory, as in the limited period of studying a foreign language, we can only impose limited requirements.
For students of non-philological high schools in the I-II stages of learning the ability to read, that is, to receive information from the printed text, is the most important result of studying this subject. The perception of speech on hearing also seems to be one of the basic skills in learning a foreign language in general and in a medical university in particular, since it enables the future doctors to use not only written but also oral information on the required specialty. As to the writing in a foreign language, students of medical universities are offered limited requirements, which are reduced to the ability to make an annotation to the course work, a diploma in a foreign language. Speaking a foreign language for students of a medical institution includes the ability to answer questions and make brief reports on the topics studied.
It should be noted that skills depend on the aspect of speech activity. In pedagogy the skill refers to the knowledge and practice based on the readiness of a person to successfully carry out certain activities 17 . There are as many skills as many various specific types of human activities. Skills in the field of speech activity are a kind of mental activity, and as any human actions, have certain parameters. P.Ya. Galperin 18 , speaking about the basic parameters of human action, believes that the action always has one or another degree of generalization, is carried out with different completeness of operations and with varying degrees of development. These indicators are the constant properties of human action, and, since they have different degrees, they are considered to be the main parameters. By combining certain indicators of these parameters, other properties of action are obtained, and among them such important ones as wisdom, consciousness, etc. Instead, these parameters help to understand the variety of properties of human action, establish their relationship and outline the ways of forming the desired properties and the way of their control. Undoubtedly, human activity consists of a number of different actions. Therefore, language skills also consist of a number of private skills, which should be subject to control when checking students' knowledge. In addition, from our point of view, the nature of personal skills, which should become a special object of control, is determined by the main goal of forming this complex skill. Consequently, since the main purpose of forming speech skills in a foreign language is to provide communication in a rather limited area of activity, the objects of control should be those parameters of speech skills that determine the communicative nature of speech activity in this field.
From this perspective, we'll try to formulate a list of skills that determine the communicative nature of each type of speech activity.
A) When checking abilities in reading aloud in nonphilological higher educational establishments are controlled:
1) the pace of reading; 2) intonation, which provides a distinction between the communicative purpose of the statement; 3) rhythm and logical reading of the text, which provide a degree of comprehension of reading and perception of the text; 4) the degree of normativity of the pronunciation of individual sounds; 5) correct pronunciation of the corresponding letter combinations. B) Silent reading includes: 1) checking understanding of the general contents of the reading material; 2) the number of information units that the learner can extract from the text; 3) the time taken to receive information from the text; 4) the degree of adequacy of the elaborated information.
In the non-philological universities in order to determine the ability of silent reading understanding of particu-lar sentence fragments, then understanding of passages (main idea, details, sequence of events) is controlled, and finally, control of ability to conclude, make abstract, summary of reading. B) While checking the speech perception, the subjects to control are: 1) understanding the language of different pace; 2) understanding of a language of different durations of sound; 3) understanding the language of different people; 4) understanding language perceived from the technical equipment; 5) the degree of adequacy of the information that is being extracted.
G) When speaking is controlled several parameters are taken into account: 1) correct pronunciation of sounds in a foreign language; 2) the intonation and rhythm of the speaker; 3) the correctness of use of grammatical models; 4) speed of speech; 5) the correctness of use of lexical material and the degree of idiomatic language.
Dialogue speech takes into account the understanding of the interlocutor. D) In checking the written expression of thoughts in a foreign language, the following should be taken into account: 1) the number of units of information; 2) communicative value; 3) knowledge of grammatical models; 4) knowledge of the meaning of words; 5) spelling knowledge of words.
The control of each skill indirectly involves controlling the acquisition of relevant knowledge: 1) grammatical models; 2) vocabulary; 3) pronunciation; 4) the rules of reading.
As for the control, in addition to the teacher's control, there is also mutual control and self-control. During the study, direct control is used, as well as selective control by the teacher 19 .
Communicative training exercises should contain: an obligatory three-component structure (task, task execution and task control) 20 .
Consequently, in addition to other factors, skills in the non-philological higher educational establishments serve as direct control objects, and knowledge becomes objects of control indirectly, manifesting themselves in appropriate skills. The different nature of knowledge determines the different nature of their allocation. If knowledge expresses the ability to give a verbal definition of the phenomenon, then knowledge of vocabulary is checked directly in perception and making of statements, knowledge of other aspects of speech -indirectly through the appropriate skill.
At the same time, both skills and knowledge have qualitative parameters. In modern didactics, knowledge is characterized by such parameters as the degree of awareness (how comprehensible the rule is), the completeness (whether the rule is fully understood), the strength (to what extent the rule after learning is stored in memory). It should also be noted that all these parameters can help to measure the quality of mastering.
Many researchers notice that the character of the linguistic material, which is chosen to test the mastering of this or that skill, is determined by: a) the microlanguage of the subject under study, b) the degree of learning, c) the aspect of speech activity. Numerous studies have shown that to check spoken language students are offered conversation language, while checking the ability to understand the reading material, they are offered abstracts of speech in a neutral style and in the scientific and technical style according to students' specialty and related specialties, etc. However, the large number and variety of linguistic material for comprehension raises the question of a special selection of material units for control.
R. Lado and his followers, other methodologists suggest testing the most difficult-to-learn phenomena. Lado insists on conducting a double linguistic analysis (analysis of the forms of a foreign language that is to be tested, and a corresponding analysis of the mother tongue of the subjects) before the tests are made. Difficulties in learning a foreign language arise not in the study of such structures, but in the study of the opposite. It is these structures that should be tested.
Of course, medical lexical material for students should be carefully selected and checked, but from our point of view, control, as well as study, should generally be subjected to the most commonly used language phenomena, depending on the type of speech activity, that is, the criterion for the selection of linguistic material for control there should be a degree of prevalence of this linguistic phenomenon in this aspect of speech activity. If the subject of control, for example, is a skill in the field of spoken language, then the linguistic material that is selected to test this skill must contain the most common oral communication forms of this microstructure, lexical units, grammatical models, etc.
The quality of education is directly related to the assessment system of a student, a teacher, an educational institution. The more objective the assessment will be, the more qualitative education we get, therefore, there is a search for qualitative means, methods and technologies for assessing educational processes that are correlated with international standards 21 .
Conclusions. Summarizing the foregoing, we can draw the following conclusions:
1. The basis for the selection of control objects in the practical training of a foreign language should be put in a system of actions that is part of the complex language skills, which is the purpose of training at this stage and in this educational institution.
2. Knowledge of linguistic material is not controlled directly through the reproduction of verbal definitions of rules or words, but indirectly, through skill testing.
3. The basis for the selection of linguistic material for speech skills control should be the degree of prevalence of this linguistic phenomenon in the relevant aspect of linguistic activity. 
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Methodology of teaching in higher school
Setting the problem. Mastery of foreign language at high level is not possible without multilevel lingual preparation. A teacher must possess modern methods of teaching foreign language, special educational methods and techniques in order to choose one or another teaching method as good as possible according to the future profession and students' needs. The process of language teaching at domestic institutions often reflects long ago outdated grammaticallytranslational method. That's why we observe reforming of educational process at institutions of Ukraine in accordance with Pan-European requirements and competences nowadays. In particular, among measures of improvement of the situation connected with language teaching, it is necessary to point out such as: informatization of educational environment, adjustment of cooperation with European institutions in spheres of educational and scientific activities by Ukrainian educational institutions, international students' exchanges, grants, possibility for obtaining the second higher education, studying with master programs and passing internship abroad.
Historiography review. Determination of approaches and directions of studying is one of the most important factor in learning language system. Linguo-didactics have proposed various approaches in relation to improvement of processes of teaching language. Communicative method of learning foreign languages is not appropriately investigated, however there is fairly rich experience of methodical organization of communicative-oriented studying. In particular, we can highlight such researchers: The aim of the article is description and analysis of peculiarities of using communicative method in teaching Ukrainian language as foreign one at medical universities.
Setting the main material. Educational technologies of teaching foreign languages also must be changed under conditions of reforming of higher schools. Our case concerns teaching Ukrainian language as foreign one, which performs not only communicative role for foreign citizens, but first of all it designed to provide foreign students with ability to obtain knowledge from all subjects at professional level which they need in order to form theoretical basis and practical skills in future profession. Students must be prepared of the basis of qualitative modern, carefully selected educational material for conscious using of Ukrainian as foreign language in professional activity. Communicative and constructivist approaches are considered to be leading methods of teaching foreign languages by methodical science of the present time. However, the history of teaching of foreign languages has numerous attempts of using various methods.
Communicative method developed in 60s-70s in Great Britain, when English language gradually started to acquire 63 Tsurkan M. Peculiarities of application of communicative method of studying ukrainian language... status of the language of international communication. Right then it was found out that approved traditional methods language learning of that time ceased to satisfy the needs of the majority of those who study English as foreign language. The reason of refusal from previously elaborated methods was that new generation of language users has come, that was pragmatists who consider foreign language first of all as means of communication. Their needs consisted in not deep, clearly academic studying of language, that was proposed by traditional university programs, but in possibility to apply knowledge on the practice as soon as possible. D. H. Haims gave the definition to communicative competence as to the most general term for determination of person's possibilities. He claims that competence depends on the language knowledge and ability to use it depending on the situation 2 . Therefore, communicative method provides bigger activity of students. In this case, the task of a teacher is to involve all attendants in the classroom into the conversation and to direct them into the right direction of language learning and speech mastering.
According to Ye.I. Pasov, the author of communicative method ,,communication provides lingual direction of educational process, which consists in not only that lingual practical topic is pursued (basically, all directions of the past and present set this aim) but in that practical using of a language is the way to this aim. Practical lingual direction is not only the aim but also it is means where all terms are dialectically interdependent" 3 .
Background of occurrence of communicative method and the term ,,communicative competence" has become the concept of lingual competence of N.Homskyi that consists in the ability of a speaker to generate grammatically correct structures. Studying foreign languages with the help of communicative method has activity character, as lingual communication is realized with the help of ,,lingual activity", then it serves for solving tasks of productive activity in conditions of ,,social cooperation" of communicators (I.A. Symova, H.A. Kytaihorodska, O.O.Leontiiev). Participants of communication try to solve real and imaginary tasks of common activity with the help of foreign language. ,,Strictly speaking, lingual competence does not actually exist. There is only the system of lingual actions, that comprises in any activity that is completely theoretical, intellectual and partly practical" 4 .
It is necessary to point out, that in our opinion, communicative approach to studying foreign language is not holistic systematic method in pure form. It is rather complex of methods which are called to teach real communication in lingual environment, most of which were approved during lessons and before. Peculiar playing of the life situations is a leading reception of communicative method, which have to stimulate students to active ,,communication". Therefore, it is important that topics are connected with everyday life of students, reflect situational problems of their future profession, etc.
It is necessary to highlight central features of communicative method: language teaching is teaching of communication; the aim of the process is mastering of communicative competence (the ability to correctly and easily use linguistic system); student forms own language system through attempts and mistakes 5 . Communicative method by Pasov provides such components of educational process:
Lingual direction of educational process; Individualization by leading role of personal aspect; Functionality that provides selection of foreign language material;
Situationality that is considered as means of lingual stimulation and as a condition of development of lingual skills;
Constant changing of the subject of communication, circumstances, tasks 6 ;
According to B. Tarnopolskyi, communicative organization is an important factor of communicative method, which provides three basic conditions: 1 direction of student's studying not to obtaining of lingual knowledge but to production of skills (grammatical, lexical, phonetical, lingual skills) which provide possibility of realization of foreign language lingual activity during communication, realization of language in acts of communication [B. Tarnopolskyi, 52]. 2 The second condition is connected with implementation of the principle of communicative organization, it provides communicative character of exercises which are used in educational process for development of skills and lingual abilities (the principle of situational lingual communication) 7 . The researcher affirms that it is the most appropriate to apply exercises of different levels, preferably to use exercises of the highest level which are designed to learn lingual material and development of lingual abilities in real communicative situation as well as those which comply with the aim of studying that is the development of communicative competence. 3 Formation of incentive-motivational phase of activity in students, creation of the need of foreign language lingual communication 8 .
Ukrainian language as foreign one is studied for many years at Bukovynian state medical university, however, there are the number of problems which occur as the result of the fact that all medical subjects are taught in English for students who are foreign citizens, it predetermines peculiar apathetic attitude towards our subject. Medical practice serves as the only inducement for students, which they pass at 3 rd and 5 th courses, it takes place at local hospitals where all patients speak Ukrainian. It is necessary to freely possess the language not only at the level of everyday communication, but at high professional level in order to conduct appropriate survey of a patient at practice, to make anamnesis, to talk with a patient, etc. Here we deal with the concept of lingual competence which is perceived by scientists and methodologists as possession of four types of abilitieslistening, speaking, reading and writing. Mentioned four indissoluble between each other lingual abilities can give the result with the help of which foreign student will be able to freely communicate with Ukrainian patients.
Urgent habit which is required for foreign medical student is to study correctly and clearly express opinion for further avoidance of lingual conflicts, while performing service duties. Communicative method of studying acquires significan meaning in this aspect, as its main content provides communication when students are able to freely express their opinion, using proper grammatical rules, etc 9 . Kharkiv authors T.M. Aleksieienko, O.M. Trostynska, A.B. Chystiakova form Kharkiv conducted questionnaire for Kharviv foreign students with the topic of content of studying and they concluded: during studying at the university, foreign students consider education-professionals sphere of communication as the most significant one as well as types of lingual activity which enter this sphere 10 .
For providing of communicative character of educational activity, it is necessary to organize it taking into account personalities of those who study, namely a teacher of medical institution must direct the whole educational process into formation of lingual competence of a future doctor. Such organization is oriented into "learner-centered approach" need of a student, where ,,personal individualization" is taking into account (selection of materials and tasks with clear consideration of personality of each student, group, faculty, specialty, etc.).
Lingual competence in Ukrainian language as foreign one for medical students must be divided into two large groups. The first group includes generally lingual realitiessociocultural competence, which is consisted of: geographic competence -knowledge of students about culture of a country; lingual-geographic competence provides possessing of peculiarities of lingual and non-lingual behavior of speakers, adequate understanding of traditional native population (gesticulation, emotionality, specific etiquette, etc.).
The second group of lingual competence properly applies to medical discourse in Ukrainian language as foreign and foreign students must learn it at high professional level. This group also has several levels. Firstly, students must learn medical terms system of Ukrainian language (professional words and anatomical vocabulary: structure of the body, internal and external organs, organs systems, etc.), and later to learn how to use this vocabulary as doctors in dialogical and monologue speaking. Namely, to possess habits of professional interrogation of a patient, making anamnesis, conducting the conversation and therefore, explaining the problem of a patient, that is expressed in coherent monologue speaking with ability to convey the nature of an illness in descriptive construction to a patient who doesn't always has profound knowledge of medicine.
Spontaneity is a specific feature of dialogical expression, that's why a teacher must create variety of different lingual situations in order to prepare a student to absolutely different questions of patients, colleagues and others, deploying a conversation, etc. Formation of lingual abilities happens with the help of consistent transition from simple lingual units (a word, a word combination, a sentence) to more complicated and large ones (semantic fragment, a text, detailed dialogues, monologues) and from elementary operations (for example, imitation, playing) to more complex. Creation of various lingual situations is called as a principle of contextual stipulation (situationality) and it means that language and lingual means are used within appropriate social context, namely situationally. The situation and context allow to recognize and semanticize as well as to remember the meaning of each lexical unit, as mechanical memorizing don't allow to remember words, grammatical forms, sentences for long. While context allow adequately understand each word, sentence due to its conceptuality with correlation of its meaning with the meaning of outward units. In additions, situationality as obligatory element of communicative method allow to stimulate lingual activity of students and develop their lingual skills 11 , communicative method has very important advantage, as it possesses enormous variety of exercises: role games are used here, as well as dialogues, simulation of real communication 12 .
Undoubtedly, communicative method cannot get around without learning the grammatical system. Moreover, Ukrainian language belongs to the range of inflectional languages, that's why its assimilation needs great effort of a student and high professional level of a teacher. The task of a teacher consists in helping students consistently overcome each difficulty of grammatical phenomenon one by one. That's why it is necessary to inform the rule in the process of automation in small doses (preferably in schematic visualized form) where interference is the most reliable. Similar way of transferring rules is called ,,quantization". The amount of ,,quanta" of a rule depends on the set of functional and formal difficulties of assimilation of grammatical phenomenon and it is absolutely individually in each separate case. Functional and formal difficulties are phenomena of different order and ,,quanta" of a rule help to overcome these difficulties and must be presented in adequate form. Functional ,,quanta" of a rule should be presented in verbal form and formal ,,quanta" in schematic ones 13 .
Conclusions. The basic principle of communicative method of studying is lingual activity and production of conscious coherent speaking. This approach consists in realization of the way of studying where classified, correlative and ordered studying of Ukrainian language as foreign is exercised as means of communication and professional activity of medical students. Communicative approach to studying foreign languages gives the possibility for a teacher to teach foreign students model lingual interactions, to use language as means of social activity and interaction in conditions of specific situations of communication. Perspectives of further investigation. Further developing of communicative approach in teaching Ukrainian language for foreign students consists in formation of the system of means and instruments of increasing the efficiency of its its application in the development of professional lingual activity.
Tsurkan M. Peculiarities of application of communicative method of studying ukrainian language as foreign one at higher medical educational institution. The aim of the article is description and analysis of peculiarities of application of communicative method in teaching Ukrainian language as foreign one at medical universities. Teaching Ukrainian language as foreign one performs not only communicative role, it foremost designed to provide foreign students ability to obtain knowledge of all subjects at professional level, which students need in order to form theoretical basis and practical skills in future profession. We have been used the following methods of investigation: descriptive, synthesis and generalization of scientific theories. The novelty of the work consists in that specificity of application of communicative method is still not considered at appropriate level namely at medical universities of Ukraine. Conclusions. It has been defined that communicative approach for studying foreign languages gives the possibility for a teacher to teach foreign students to model lingual interactions, to use language as means of social action and interaction under the conditions of specific situations of communication.
Key words: communicative method, student-physician, Ukrainian language as a foreign one, communicative situation, communicative competence. 
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Anistratenko A. The peculiarity of Vasyl Kozhelyanka's poetry in the context of contemporary ukrainian postmodern poetry. The purpose of the study is to analyze, organize and popularize the poetic heritage of Vasyl Koshelanko, to compare his creative method and his own poetry with the familiar post-modern writers in contemporary Ukrainian literature. Contextual research is a new approach to studying the work of the author, which allows to make wide descriptions and notice the writer among his contemporaries in the light of the day, to follow the trends and factors of the influence, to know the secret of its success or the causes of failure, in contrast to the literary portrait.
The novelty of the study is regulated with the informationcritical literary space around the texts of Vasyl Koshelyanko, which is still poor in contextual research and reviews. In particular, it concerns the creativity of V. Koshelyanko, his journalistic reports and drama items, though a general analysis of the writer's prose heritage have to be done.
Methods. The gradual chronological analysis of the4 books of poetry by V. Koshelanko and his publications in the periodical press helps to elaborate the author's idea and its evolution towards the main concept of his creativity, does not violate the autochthon world created by the writer. Conclusions. An important conclusion of the study is the overcoming the myth of "two Koshelyankos": Koshelyanko-poet and Koshelyanko-prose writer. Poetry is not a step towards prose writing and not a parallel creative world, but another form for the embodiment of the author's plan.
Key words: modern poetry, V. Kosheljanko, chronological analysis, new-modern concept, plot basis, comparative study. 
Ukrainian literature
Setting the problem. Domestic humanitarism practically has not operated the problem of historiosophy until recently. In Soviet times, historiosophy was sometimes compared with theosophy of the Middle Ages; it was rather interpreted as philosophy of history. Therefore, scientists exploited the concepts of historicism, historical opinions of an author, etc. "The realm of poetry was restricted accordingly with studying historiographical direction of a text or remark with regard to availability or absence of certain historical schemes in a writing, postulation of history laws, etc. We do not have so many respected historiosophy discourses in Ukrainian poetry sphere with historical direction" 1 .
Historiography review. Theoretical-methodological basis of the article consists on the works of Ukrainian and foreign scientists who explored the problem of historiosophy: Yu Relevance of the writing consists on the fact that there are practically no scientific researches about oeuvre of K.
Mordatenko; Ukrainian-centricity and historiosophy of his oeuvre are not investigated. Aim of the writingto investigate historiosophy motives in K. Mordatenko's collection "Ukrayinheliye" and to make analysis of key problems which were developed in the poetic book.
Presentation of basic material. On the modern stage, poetic images and motives that describe certain historical events and persons are considered through the prism of historical analysis of definite facts by literary Studies. With the help of the method of historical psychology (reconstruction of social-psychological picture of the epoch), historicallyethnic psychology (ethno psychological reconstruction), historical understanding (containment of contemporary's intellect within a certain epochidentification with a character or reconstruction of mental, thought-out acts by a characters themselves), rationality of a history as a whole, etc 2 . Poetic vision of historiosophy problems consists on interrogation of correlation between existence and consciousness, immersion into the past of a nation as into continuous gene code that had formed just such course of historical events and not the other one. According to M. Tartakovskyi, the word "historiosophy" is known since Herodote times, "however it stays like nobody's and absolutely indefinite… As it were "wisdom of history", metaphor and not more" 3 . Rakitov established that the term "historiosophy" is introduced into scientific circulation by V. Tseshkovskyi (in the book -Cieszkovski V. "Prolegomena zur Historiosophie", Berlin, 1838) 4 , the author recognized denotation of Hegelian philosophy of history as the concept as well as speculative 71 Vylka L. "Ukrayinheliye" from K. Mordatenko's poetic vision of historiosophy of Ukraine... theoretical history in general. Historiosophy constitutes comprehension of history, precisely knowledge of history, empirical knowledge about which historiosophy gives. It tries to find out regularities, tendencies, general schemes and structures of historical reality, but it relies not so much on primary historical and archeological sources as on secondary ones 5 .
The author Konstiantyn Mordatenko from Bila Tserkva has all chances to become an active subject of investigations in historiosophy discourse in poetical works. As almost all his texts are Ukrainian centric in one way or another, they raise problems of understanding and interpretation of history of our nation, describe historical facts and persons of Ukraine in the direction of philosophical comprehension, discus and argue with controversial understandings and distortions of reality by our neighbors and enslavers -Russians.
Poetical collection of K.Mordatenko "Ukrayinheliye" (2009) forms with its name the whole associative range with deep Christian etymology in recipient's imagination. As Gospel or Gracious tiding, the Annunciation (from Greek Εύαγγέλιονgood news, good novelty)biography of Jesus Christ; books which are honorable as sacred in Christianity, which tell about divine nature of Jesus Christ, his birthday, life, miracles, deaths, resurrections and ascensions 6 . The poet decided to combine archetype of Gospel as prototype of the book about sacred doings and life story of people of Christian canon with image of Ukraine as deeply religious nation that had passed martyr way, constantly groaning from physical and moral victimization of various subjugators. "Ukrayinheliye" is a book of historiosophy intentions of Ukraine; scroll where personalities and symbols are inscribed, which constructed and defended our land:
Kriz' pusteli, vitry z fivayidskyh pecher, Nalyvaikovym shliahom z bezsmertia Ukrayinsku derzhavnist' u slovi proster, Duzhist' pravdy sylnisha za retiaz'. 7 We can find such Ukrainian cultural and political leaders as S. Nalyvaiko, B. Khmelnytskyi, H. Skovoroda, T. Shevchenko, P.Kulish, I. Nechui-Levytskyi, O.Koshyts and others on the pages of poetic collection. The author inserts his "characters" into peculiar iconostasis of Ukrainianity if we continue the idea of Gospel as "life", giving them cult and considerable significance in the history of state creation:
Nebokrai smoktav Sontse, nemov by voshchynu, med chervonyi tik po synih vustah… v "Kobzar" vidchyniaye vrata "Prychynna"zahodzhu v hram… 8
The poet give priority to descriptiveness, clearly and in detail presenting biographical information about an object of poetical descriptions or certain historical fact in some poems of the collection (writings: "Pamyati Nechuya-Levytskoho" [In memory about Nechuy-Levytskyi], "Bozhestvena lysyna" [The divine Baldness], ,,Dvi naystrashnishi avariyi Ukrayiny" [Two the most terrible accidents of Ukraine], etc). .For example, the poetry ,,Bozhestvena lysyna" contains big author's reverence to native language and cultural property of his nation. Poetical historiosophy analysis of events of the 20's of the XX century was implemented by K. Mordatenko, when chapel O. Koshytsia was touring around Europe. The poet carefully presents enough large epigraph to the text, where entire philosophy of contrasting Ukraine -Russia -Europe is sharply and accurately formed, and such a message was encoded: ,,we are not slaves, we are not only ,,dark" cattlemenwe are the nation with a lot of talents, anciently distinctive European nation, the language of which is the second by its melodiousness in the world". ,,In autumn 1919, we went to Paris. There was a lot of police at the first concert, because Russian emigrants wanted to hiss the chapel and they wrote obscene words on her posters. But there was also a triumph. Parisian press shockingly printed: ,,Our Madame Geography! What did you teach us? You told, that Ukraine is fields and flocks, and you didn't tell us that there is nation with such a soul! Yet no choir gave us anything like that, neither French, nor foreign one" " 9 . A recipient is absolutely ready for perception of historiosophy background of a poem, and the first verse of a poem appeals once again to ,,evangelical" nature of Ukrainianity:
Sobor Alfavitnyi iz virshiv slipuchyh: na bani ne hrestkvitne litera ,,Ї".
Pryiihaly v Prahu v lahmitti, onuchah… 10 Narod prazkyi ,,Shchedryka" shchedro zustriv! The poet is inclined to auto-comments, quotes and authorial explanations, historical facts, remarks from books, letters. Sometimes poems of K. Mordatenko may be considerably smaller than attendant text. It only confirms his desire to of one or another event, which has become a subject of poetical thinking. For example, the poem ,,Vstanovlennia pamyatnyka Kateryni II v Odesi" [Establishment of the monument in honor of Kateryna II in Odesa] is accompanied with 14 positions of remarks that reproduce entire history of ordinances and official documents, which had certified destruction of Ukrainian language, statehood and our total nation. The poetry is written in the form of palimpsest, that's why it is mixture of quotations in Ukrainian and Russian languages, that just emphasizes ironical or even sarcastic mood of lyrical hero: ,,Na Ukraiinskom yasyke/ kak heniy chistoy krasoty. Vchusia stavlenniu do zhyttia" [In Ukrainian language/ as genius of pure beauty. I learn attitude to life] 11 .
The author with his historiosophy vision doesn't get around terrible page in the history of Ukraine -Holodomor. The poem ,,Holodna kolyskova" [Hungry lullaby] is built by the principle of sentences constructed in conditional mode of verbs and expresses the philosophy of rhetorical ontological questions; the fact of artificial famine and demolition of about 10 million of Ukrainian people still remains unacceptable categorical imperative of Moscow authority. Lyrical heroine-mother sings the lullaby for her hungry baby and chants about her life, each line starting with anaphora ,,if not…": …yakby zh meni v dytynstvi maty ta vyvernula na oblychchia kypiachene moloko, shchob ne zahliaduvalys' hloptsi… to ya b ne znala tsioho snihu… 5 Marinyak R. " Istoriosofija poeziji Liny Kostenko"…, op. cit. 6 Ginker F., Mayer G. Biblical Brockhaus Encyclopedia, 2011 [Electronic resource], Access mode: https: http://www.read.in.ua/ book127491/?p=44&razdel=12 7 Mordatenko K. "Ukrainheliie: poezii" [The gospel of Ukraine], 2009, P. 5. 8 Ibidem., P. 5. 9 Ibidem., P. 17. 10 Ibidem., P. 17 11 Ibidem., P. 20.
to ya b ne znala tsioho horia… Bo ne zustrila b tvoho batka -Ne kolyhala by tebe… 12
The poetry ,,Solit' dushu Yevanheliyem" [Salt soul with Gospel] describes religious line and rhetoric of conviction of communistic atheism, which often occurs among Ukrainian people as post-colonial syndrome. Lyrical hero describes strory from his own living experience and tells his story of conversion to God that can be example-impulse for other people: Philosophical and factual transference of lyrical hero into one or another specific historical time is typical for poetical world of K. Mordatenko. The author is often ,,hereand-now" of a certain fact in his poetry, which he depicts with scrupulous stringency of chronograph. Own convictions, judgments are directed in italics by the author into clear model of specific opinion, which is mostly annotated in introductory quote or epigraph to a poem. The idea of temporal unity of the world is the basis for motif of moving, travels to the past; it acquires ontological and patriotic sounding in historiosophy ideas of the writer, forcing the readers to think about the problem of personal responsibility of each person for the destiny of entire civilization and especially their nation:
To zh stanmo razom na kolina vsi (nu skilky: sorok sim chy shist' milyoniv?). I Boh pochuye -Pravda vid Rusi, Bo Ukrayinhelyemy siohodni 16
Conclusions. K. Mordatenko is distinguished among
Ukrainian modern and past poets, because his poems contain combination of classic writing with creation of new forms, introduction of forgotten pre-Ukrainian words into active vocabulary, appealing themes which were always considered to be prohibited or at least not poetic. The author is not afraid to touch complicated, ,,unreadable" topics, developing them and creating peculiar poetic history of Ukraine. Therefore, ,,his poetry is not smooth. Word formations of the author or forgotten words rediscovered by him initially alert readers, but they don't look like alien inclusions; on the contrary, they excite emotional assistance of what was said, give deep national sounding" 17 ; it allows the artist to have specific, deeply individual poetic vision of historiosophy of the nation. We considered the collection of poems ,,Ukrayinheliye" written by K. Mordatenko through the prism of authors' approved philosophical understanding of complicated historical facts and realities of present days of our country and the world in general.
Prospects of further investigations are in that it is necessary to investigate wider frames of historiosophy intentions of the author and to review all his collections through the prism of its problem.
Vylka Lydiasenior lecturer of the department of Social Sciences and Ukrainian Studies of Higher Educational Establishment of Ukraine "Bukovinian State Medical University". Co-author of the textbook and collective monograph, the author of over 70 scientific papers and educational articles. Research Inter-ests: interactive technologies of Ukrainian language teaching, Ukrainian studies in higher education, foreign students'
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Kaizer I. Yu. Philosophical and political poems of Ivan Franko as an object of research of Magdalyna Laslo-Kutsyuk.
In her scientific work, Magdalyna Laslo-Kutsyuk tried to resist the extremes of classical literary criticism in the choosing of criteria our scientific analysis of a work of art. That is why she actively used the modern scientific methods and approaches, such as: socionics, intertextual analysis.
Critic's reception of Ivan Franko's poems through the prism of contemporary literary trends has not been previously the subject of special studies. This is the relevance of the article.
The aim is by examining the ideological content and problems of the lyric-epic heritage of the classics, to trace and specify the intertextual models in artistic samples, and also, to some extent, to delve into the psycho-personalities of the artist -to prove the affirmation of humanistic values and the authoritative pathos of Ivan Franko through the comprehension of his lyric-epic heritage.
Conclusions. In general, the literary heritage of Ivan Franko, according to Ivan Denysyuk, was an "injection of Europeanism" in Ukrainian literature, having instilled modern forms and means of artistic expression, modern aesthetic and philosophical ideas, "eternal" themes and problems of metahistorical and of universal significance on a national basis.
In his own work, the writer experienced almost all known literary genres at that time.
Undoubtedly, the author of the philosophical poems "Moses" and "Death of Cain" is the most prominent Ukrainian writer of the post-Shevchenko period, the brightest "cultural hero" of the second half of the nineteenth century, who with his high achievements reaches the artistic horizons of the twentieth century.
The results of his artistic work became the Europeanization, intellectualization and anesthetization of the national artistic consciousness.
Key words: Franko, intertext, «Moses», «Ivan Vyshensky», «Death of Cain». 2018, № 1 (17), P. 77-80 . ., . .
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Introduction. The human desire to change something in history, to return it to the "right" direction is increasingly realizing in the historical science and literature. The replacement of the facts or their interpretation only politicizes annals and the historiography, but it does not give the correct reformation. Understanding the logic of events, especially in a particular chronotope distance, a large number of new variants of already known historical periods can be successfully added, creating an alternative history. A national history is especially easy to process in works of art. Thus, the first timid attempt was made in 1889. It was in American literature. But in Ukrainian literature "Solar machine" by V. Vynnychenko can be attributed as the first attempt to create an alternative history 1 . However, the genre of alternative history was adopted by V. Kozhelianko.
Historiography of the issue. Writers like V. Kozhelianko influence the formation of public discourses. However being in the narrow circle of the word art, they are involved into creating of internal artistic schools. In particular, anticolonialism and the national component of V. Body. The first manifestation of alternative history genre is seen in the Bukovinian writer V. Kozhelianko's creative work. The specified genre equivalent in the scientific literature is known to be formulated as the alternative history of Ukraine.
The authors of the alternative history do not always consciously create the art works of this genre. Some of them do it subconsciously and therefore make no effort to draw the coherent genre and style model of AH. Therefore, the development of the genre, like its studies, fails to be fully described: bulleted texts make up only a part of the existing bank of works and studios.
Therefore, to expand the limits of the study we had to determine the existing terminology, which helped to define the scientific basis of the work.
The investigations of the latest novel genres and the meta-genre of alternative history, in particular, provide the topicality for the question of terminology and methodological foundations, which are operated by literary and textual critics, that seek to highlight the topical genre markers or the text originality of the political fiction novels.
From the mid-nineteenth century, terms "histoire", "history", "storia", "historia", "Geschichte", "Geschiedenes" are used in the European Humanities research. When some new types of historical knowledge appear (social history, cultural history, history of mentalities, memory, intellectuals, microhistory, world history, alternative history, secret history, etc), they do not only create new approaches or new subjects of studios, but change the semantic valence of the concept of the history as well. For instance, the alternative history has transformed into an artistic genre from the reconstruction method in historical science. The basis for this transformation has become the already mentioned proximity between the history and the novel in an expanded interpretation of these concepts.
The terms histoire, history, storia, historia, on the one hand, and Geschichte with its Dutch equivalent Geschiedenes, on the other hand, have mostly settled in the European studios from anthropology and literary criticism. If the new single types of historical knowledge turn out (social history, cultural history, history of mentalities, memory, intellectuals, microhistory, world history, alternative history, secret history, etc), they generally represent some progress and open up new approaches or new subjects. For instance, the alternative history has transformed into an artistic genre from the reconstruction method in historical science. The basis for this transformation has become the already mentioned in the previous subsection proximity between the history and the novel in an expanded interpretation of these concepts.
The attitude of historiography or history of the history of these concepts explains the splitting algorithm of the History and the development of individual branches of historical knowledge, and therefore the implementation of historical consciousness of humanity in the scientific and artistic manifestations. In French, the term historiographie denotes the history of the history, historical work, and ways of writing history from its origins. In German Historiographie has the same, but weakened meaning and is often used simply as a synonym to history (Geschichte). But in Italian storiografiais approaching to the German Historiographie that was evidenced by the title of the journal "Storia della storiografia". In the English language, Historiography is used in the sense of hystory writing, which coincides with the Italian and German meanings. The word Historik is used for designation the theory and methodology of history in German, which has no equivalent in other languages and indicates at the same time reflection, statement, especially with the aim of teaching.
The mentioned paradigm extends to the semantic and stylistic fiend of "alternative history", as well as creates schematically similar grammatical valence.
Alternative history is an interdisciplinary term which denotes the meta-genre and the search direction in the Humanities, which use the historical method. But in the narrow sense, alternative history denotes a genre of fiction (mainly prose). A pure variety of alternative history works is marked as alternative history and alternative story, depending on the level of text epic. In the German-speaking world, the name sounds like alternativ Geschichten (in the plural form) that clearly demonstrates the multiple alternative variants when they are present in the semantic field of the work 3 .
Along with the artworks, which exactly fit into the matrix of this genre, there is a large number of adjacent genre-specific marking works, such as the Roman political utopia (political fiction), secret history, pseudo-alternative history, metahistory, the works of other genre dominants with the element of alternative history, alternative fantasy (historical fantasy), an alternative historiography (alternativ historik).
Terms political fiction, pseudo-alternative history and secret history are often used to denote postmodern and neomodern works with elements of alternative history, that is, the prose things, in the plot of which alternative historicism method does not expand into genre of a full value, but exists alongside with the other one, e.g. fantastic, phantasmagoric, historical, psychological, ironic, detective and so on.
Having examined in the first chapter the theoretical basis of the study and its methodical and classification basis, in the second section we tried to find out the stylistic features of the prose of the analyzed writer in general, and the peculiarities of novels in the alternative history genre, namely the "defile" trilogy.
"Parade in Moscow", "Konotop" and "Zoo for people" are unanimously labeled as alternative history by literature critics. "Kotygoroshko", that has the most stylistic markers, belongs to postmodernism. It is noteworthy that borrowings and resemblances are observed not only on subjectcompositional, but also at the figurative and linguistic levels. The V Kozhelianko's work, which is the closest to the postmodern one, is "PseudoNostradamus". Three adventure novels also have specific connotations: "The third field" is an alternative fiction in a historical frame (model N genre+element AH), "Ethiopian Sich" is a secret historical neomodern novel, "Silver spider" is the most unexpected format among the major V. Kozhelianko's prose, that together with the I. Vilde's works became a Chernivtsi myth representative, and is classified as an urban adventure novel.
The only V. Kozhelianko's historical novel in his heritage is "The Children of Stagnation" and it has the striking features of socio-political satire written almost in the burlesque tone. This work belongs to the late modernism according to its stylistic characteristics 4 .
We aimed to trace the manifestations and the role of artistic means of postmodernism (irony, temporary inversion or displacement, allusions to works of Ukrainian and world classics, specific literary onomasticon, text layerings of different genres, specific forms, etc.) and neomodernism (connection with the aesthetics of European modernism, an appeal to mythology, folklore and history, descriptive naturalism, sainting of actual changes in the plot of the novel, etc). Therefore we compared V. Kozhelianko's works that go beyond the genre of AH and have features of postmodern works.
"Silver spider"-is the first V. Kozhelianko's novel written without genre elements of AH and the first piece of his great prose that has Christian themes. One of the important elements of V. Kozhelianko's idiostyle, except language, is the attention to domestic details: the description, clothing, food and drink, appearance of characters, etc that is fully revealed in this novel.
Mythical and mystical discourses of the novel confirm the adventure genre marker in the "Silver spider". And ac-cording to the modernism practice, V. Kozhelianko creates a strong, meaningful main character in an intensifying manner: as two of the main characters.
Political novel-anecdote "Kotygoroshko" is closer to the adventure novel "The Third Field" in the ideological direction and in the development scheme of the character, but in the style marking a tangible impact of "defile" trilogy can be seen. The role of irony puts the text into the framework of the political joke, the deeply motivated onomastic picture of the novel works for the same purpose. At the language level, we see V. Kozhelianko's already declared and recognizable baroque-neomodern style. The historical adventure novel "The Third Field" is the only V. Kozhelianko's custom novel.
The problem of national character is often raised in historical, psychological studios, it is considered within the literary matters of the postcolonial critical school of O. Zabuzhko, V. Danylenko, Ye. Kononenko, V. Ageeva, I. Nabytovych, K. Rodyk, it is not also omitted among the concepts of national worldviews and by the patriotic periodicals "Literary newspaper", "LitUkraine", "The Reader's Friend", "Criticism", "Post-Postup", "Thursday", "Present", "Dnipro", "Word and time".
While applying such research three components of the problem should be taken into account. First, it contains a direct link with the memory of the people, tribe, family, including the canonical memory that is not antinomy to oblivion. Second, it is guided by the value and connections between archetypic structures (archetypes of the hero, enemy, people, outcast, death, greatness, home, and womanprotectoress). Thirdly, post-colonial studios are investing national ethical changes into the system, which are observed and recorded by historians, psychologists and literary critics.
So, having considered these aspects on the basis of two V. Kozhelyanko's novels "Kotygoroshko" and "The Third Field", first of all we found out the dialectical relationship with the memory of the people, tribe and canonical memory of the Ukrainian nation.
The meaning creation involves the distancing from the past and facts, saved by memory. But the depth of the past is unmeasured and unmemorable (immemorial) and, consequently, "unmemorizing" (unvordenklich), and is as unattainable as the present, that passes. For this reason, communities are created by mythical horizons. In this perspective, we can appreciate the importance of memory, which is required by the length of history that is increased owing to its local actualizations. The battles for the memory fit in these traditions, sharing people that re-define their identity.
Although historical knowledge is progressing and rising in society on the still unseen level of accuracy, it remains impregnated with restrictions, politically motivated forgetting and forced myth-making. The tribe's memory remains the latest support of preserving memory from the modern or ancient myths encroachments, and it is vividly reflected in Ukrainian national history.
The archetypes of national hero and the enemy, the next step of our research, are most stable in their concrete historical expression of these categories. The immanent archetype of the enemy can be seen in the "Kotygoroshko". This is a creation, overcome and return of Pervobasavrius that is a destructive power. It is sent by Kotygoroshko to the continent of Atlantis. Both in the novel "Kotygoroshko" and in "The Third Field" the emphasis is made on the symbolic internal enemy that is a destructive centrifugal force that operates within Ukrainian society. The very internal strives and disgraces in the ideological and cultural nation's life (in the case of "The Third Field" communities) lead to the destruction of the state and public education. The role of an external enemy is formed on the basis of intentionality on the scale of aggression and normativity of conceived concrete actions.
Defining two V. Kozhelianko's novels as anecdotes and taking into the account that almost all his works contain the applying principle of parody, we focused on the issue of parody as an important satirical technique. Parody is a certain artistic integrity that was created thanks to another artistic object, respectively to the genre (e.g., the Les Poderevianskyi's works in modern literature 5 ), style (mainly the works of small forms and poetic literature) or specific classical works. However, recognition of the parody in the background, that is its object, and the attainment of the foreground, that is, its expression, does not provide the artistic sense for the parody text.
The development of meta-genre of the novel in the twentieth and the early XXI century "took" the concept of parody and turned into a means of modeling the context of the works and also a tool of composition, the basis of the author's style, moreover, the author's fictional brand in the modern texts corpus. "Terrorium" by V. Kozhelianko is made in the form of art anthology of personality types, peculiar to Ukrainians, but also created by Soviet social machine, aimed at the creation of the Soviet man. The characters of the second type are created to root the problem and conflict of "Terrorium": madness, terror, which later turns into the method and purpose of existence; servile flattery that goes into treason.
Talking about V. Kozhelianko's postmodern works we wanted to distinguish his ironic postmodern novel "PseudoNostradamus". The ironic element of the novel is based on the ratio between the world culture, which in this aspect include Ukrainian culture and Russian cultureantipode. The historical material in the novel was tediously managed by V. Kozhelianko, even though the historical facts are only in the background of the novel.
Correlation between the single and multiple, partial and general, of the characters and mental characteristics of the people in the scenes of "PseudoNostradamus", is to juxtapose. But it should be mentioned that the juxtaposition is not direct but based on the principles of artistic conventions and parody. In such a way the comparison of the main character with an abstract Ukrainian and extrapolation of the conventional image of the characters are made.
V. Kozhelianko stratifies the layers of many conventional things, generalized shape structures and individualfocused components in his novel "PseudoNostradamus, using the plot basics of work complementation, art parody, allusion, chronotopic inversion as the means of layers combination.
V. Kozhelianko's architectural, genre and stylistic discoveries did not only lay the foundation of his creative block, in particular, the novel in the genre of alternative history and adventurous postmodern and neomodern novels but also made the workshop of contemporary creative tools that are used by other contemporary writers. After V. Koz-helianko's death Yu. Scherbak issued his novel. In 2008 V. Naidenova and Ya. Yasynovskyi's novel "Belvedere Valley" won the "Word Coronation" 6 . This novel is written in the same cultural and artistic current as Kozhelianko's "Silver Spider", although "Belvedere Valley" tends to romantic prose, as a detective suspense and urban silhouette can be observed in the novel.
Kozhelianko's historical-social novel "Children of Stagnation" has no alternativism. The alternative history is not necessary to create the half-ironic and half-realistic discourse. It is created by the real history of Ukraine and Bukovina during stagnation times, which in all aspects can surpass any science-fiction.
Summarizing the V. Kozhelianko's novel heritage, we can see that Bukovinian writer outlined the way of the modern novel from an alternative history to the psychological study of real history, from the detective urban novel to the Christian one. "The name of Vasyl Kozhelianko will never fall out of textbooks. He is one of the most prominent writers" 7 But a literary journey of his ten issued novels has just started. By the way, on May 17, 2014 a play "Silver Spider" was performed by the actors of Olga Kobylianska Ukrainian music and drama theater. The V. Kozhelianko's fun club was created in Poltava in 2013. And his name more often appears in the theoretical and partial literary studies and cultural articles.
Discovering the models of writing development work on the example of plot interpretation of the stories and their further deployment to the novel, we came to the conclusion that V. Kozhelianko developed most of his novellas and short stories to the novels or big epic storylines. The artwork and the plot basis were also influenced by the author's poetic symbolism.
Summary. So, Vasyl Kozhelyanko's prose was considered under the genre-stylistic analysis of certain aspects such as the role of the national hero in Bukovinian author's romanticism, the concept of urban prose, ironic and adventurous novels in the writer's creative heritage, historical and social novel and features of the short fiction on the background of the modern story and neomodernism traditions.
The prospects of further investigations we see in a deeper study of the author's poetic heritage in connection with the poetic tradition of the eighties, in the V. Kozhelianko's drama analysis, which is one of the best samples of modern drama thanks to its originality and skillful completion, and therefore deserves the literary critics' attention. V. Kozhelianko's publicism and social and political essays are also waiting for the literary investigations. APSNIM, 2018 Setting the problem. Western Ukrainian and Polish literatures of the end of the 20 s -30 s of the XX century were developing according to certain common criteria, both writings of this period had multidimensional motives, ramified stylistic courses, etc. Interwar period in verbal-figurative expression of Ukraine and Poland can be considered retrospectively in many aspects, as majority of artists of that time applied to mythological topics, tested images of Ancient Presentation of main material. We use contactological methodology in the article, where T. Benfei laid foundations. It is necessary to divide categories into two groups, which we need for analysis of ,,sport poems" written by Vezhynskyi and Antonych. The first one applies to apparent, facial impact; theme and formation of images in the cycle ,,Bronzovi miazy" was adopted from Polish poet by Ukrainian author to some extent.The following impact is the result of close synchronous inter-literary communication, that was occurred due to adjusted process of cultural relations between Poland and Ukraine of that time. Antonych B.I. only entered into literary life, did first attempts as the author, looked for new ways of serving and design of poetical image. However, we don't consider, that ,,Bronzovi miazy" is peculiar recipe of ,,Olimpiyskyi lavr" by Vezhynskyi. Antonych had only adopted wide topic, but the rest was developed by the author and belongs to the second group of contactological categories that calls diachronic, where common point for both writers is connection with Ancient Greek tragedy and culture in general.
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Period of 20 s -30 s can be conditionally called revival of XX century, that carries recipient to antiquity to some extent, as artists of Renaissance professed antique vitalism (it was not coincidence that Ukrainian literature of that time was called ,,rozstriliane vidrodzhennia" [shot regeneration]). Sport visualization just overflew artistic environment of Europe of that time. Leni Rifenshtail shoots his famous film about Berlin Olympiad of 1936 several years after the premier ,,Pryvitannia zhyttia" [Greeting life]. At the beginning of the film we can see shots of ancient Olympia that's why all the others sport competitions arise as continuation and 82 Slehenska R., Kaizer I. Sport theme in the oeuvres of Bohdan Ihor Antonych AND Kazimezh Vezhynskyi revival of antique cult of naked trained body. However, N. Nazarov thinks that cult of sport has not been already antique feature, but rather inherited from futurism one. And such a combination of old with new is not strangeness for futurism that had a lot of forms and displays. Sometimes it could provide jerk into future by means of marginal archaization 3 .
Futurism features, urban motives and so on are noticeable in both Antonych and Vezhynskyi, however they don't have systematic character. Nevertheless, exactly sport theme has clearly futuristic context, as it chants active lifestyle, lightness of being and strength, youth and carelessness. That's why it is necessary to assume with a certain amount of mistake that ,,Olimpiyskyi lavr" and ,,Bronzovi miazy" have futuristic elements. It is easy to conceive, that if relatively moderate forms of literary ,,zigzags" have not spoiled Antonych (such as imagism and surrealism) then he couldn't fall under ruinous and depraved impact of futurism. Interestingly, that early brightly futuristic cycle of poet ,,Bronzovi miazy" is mentioned in the foreword, but the word ,,futurism" doesn't occur anywhere 4 .
Another component of futuristic area of sport poems of both poets is connected with peculiar declamatory marching and manifesting of these poems. They desire to express movement, walk, march at the rhythmic level, but imaginative world represents people who proclaim manifests of healthy lifestyle and youth: є , :
, . , є , , ,
Ч :
Świat uderza z nami jednym pulsem rytmu W ramionach drzemie rozmach katapult i proc, Z naszych mięśni wywodzi się, jak z logarytmu, Wola w kleszczach zamknięta, wysiłek i moc. Nasza pieśń ponad światem kołuje jak sokół, Nasza pieśń łączy ludy i stapia je w hart, Nasza pieśń, jak morze, rozlewa naokół, Wszystkie lądy szturmuje i woła na start 6 . Both poets are united by only similarity of names of poetic writings and coincidences in peculiar metaphors, analogy of images. Leading motif of poetic texts' cycles is mainly opposite in Polish and Ukrainian authors. Happiness and elevation are typical features for Polish writer, as well as euphoria of lyrical ,,me" over excited viewers. Vezhynskyi presents his poetic ,,reporting" directly from competition field. Some topics have absolutely revolutionary character, for example appealing to equality of women: In the poem "Panie na start!", he calls women to equality in selfportrait way and notes increasing possibility of sport performance 7 . B.I. Antonych is ,,laboratory sportsman", full of poetic weakness and bitterness from victory, he is interested in sport theme as something new, still not cultivated in Ukrainian literature. The cycle ,,Bronzovi miazy" belongs to the first collection of the poet ,,Pryvitannia zhyttia" (1931). The selection consists of six poems. This period was proposed to be considered as a stage of creative search, choice between previous tradition, which emerged in literature of the beginning of XX century. Literary surrounding had a huge significance for formation of poetic style of the artist (Yu.Tuvim, Ya. Lehon', etc.). Poetic sport features of Antonych have nothing in common with reality (as we can observe in the case of Vezhynskyi), it is pure poetry, distilled feeling of a sickly body that sublimated its versification possibilities to the level of transmission of lyric ,,me" into antique time.
Dionysian and vital motives were predominant in the poetry of K. Vezhynskyi of that period. ,,Olimpiyskyi lavr" is a collection of poems written by Kazimir Vezhynskyi about sport and Olympic performances in 1927. The cycle consists of 14 poems in the poetics, which is peculiar for literary grouping ,,Skamander". Poems of the cycle chant physical form, the beauty of sport and Olympic ideas. Some poems belong to topics and visualization of ancient antique literature (for example, ,,Oda and Pindara"). Others are dedicated to modern sportsmen, such as Paavo Nurmi and Ricardo Samora. The collection was awarded with gold medal at the Olympic art and literature competition during the 9 th summer Olympiad in Amsterdam in 1928. The style of the author has tendency to reporting. Realism of observation is harmoniously combined with the image of pathos and exaggeration, with praise to sport and its moral values, as well as with the anthem in honor to borders of humanity, which had been installed.
Both K. Vezhynskyi and B.I. Antonych were able to build myth from real world with the help of their experience. For the first time, K. Vezhynskyi managed to represent physical beauty and excellence of human body with expression, glorifying the power of sport. Thereby, collision of different outlook systems occurred in artistic world of the author of ,,Vesna i vyno" [Spring and wine]: ,,myth about perfect human-hero" was culmination of authorial vitalism, the myth of ,,small homeland" demonstrated appearance of lyrics of thinking 8 . Cycle of ,,Bronzovi miazy" is associated with poetry of intellect, because thematically and figuratively it is far from topics close to real life and it desires to comprehend concepts of abstract, theoretic and scientific breezes. Therefore, emotions described in texts of lyrical hero look as if they were alien and far-fetched 9 . Not for nothing the researcher M. Ilnytskyi called emotions which were described by the poet in the cycle ,,gap between a dream and reality, the drama of the soul" 10 .
Sport theme had been absolutely new for that time, and still stays practically not tested. If Vezhynskyi was interested in sport as action, Antonych had interest to sport as phenomenon, to the problem of lingual description of sport terminology, as it kind of activity only gained momentum as professional one at the beginning of the XX century, that was the reason for terminological misunderstanding in Ukrainian environment. To confirm these thoughts, it is necessary to tell, that the article ,,Deshcho pro nashu sportyvnu terminolohiyu" [Something about our sport terminology] (1932) was the first article printed in the periodical press, where a young author predicates convincing reflections about Ukrainian sport terminology of that time from the point of completely mature humanitarian: ,,Our sport terminology has not been established yet. Sport is still artificially fed flower among small groups of supporters around cities, there is no tradition for it. Came to us from abroad and brought alien words" 11 . ,,So we have evidences of poet's interest in sphere of sport, although, he is unlikely can be called excellent ,,sportsman". That was rather ideologically-aesthetic interest 12 .
Impact of Polish writer on Ukrainian one is only superficial, rather we can speak about the dialogue of topics and problematic, about peculiar answer of Antonych to collection of Vezhynskyi. Because, ,,if sport is performed as an embodiment of dynamism of epoch in Polish author, and a human is thought to be in almost cosmic dimension, whereas in Ukrainian one it appears as illusion of strength and victory" 13 . As eschatological motives have been already visible even in the first collection of Antonych, which is saturated only with searching of individual styleeven lightness of being and Dionysian life-affirming mood are developing into conception of world ending motives. Antonych conducts poetical debate with Vezhynskyi, giving to his poems opposite philosophical and existential Apollonian sounding. Another fact is for profit of exactly polemical aspect of creative imagination of Antonych in ,,Bronzovi miazy", that is ,,Olimpiyski lavry" by K. Vezhynskyi appeared from real interest to sport and properly to exercising in physical culture about what he had admitted in ,,Shchdennyk poeta" [Poet's diary]: ,,I was doing athletics, running one hundred and two hundred meters, I also tried longer distances, but football delighted me most of all" 14 . B.I. Antonych only arranged ,,dialogues", outlined thematic connections with Polish literature as a part of pan-European cultural space of that time, because he was not interested in sport, he was absolutely unsporting man, even more, he was morbid.
Conclusions. We have analyzed peculiarities of sport theme that is uncommon for Ukrainian literature in our research; we have determined, that sport poems of K. Vezhynskyi and B.I. Antonych have common images and cultivate one topic, however, they form distinctive poetic expression. Prospects of further investigations. It is necessary to analyze in more detail lexical levels of sport texts in both poets in further investigation, as well as to consider features of borrowing of European sport lexicology by Antonych through the mediation of Polish language, as we are interested in the subject of physical culture and peculiarities of poetic vision of sport of the beginning of the XX century. . , , . .
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Valentyn Maltsev. From the observations of the stanza and rhyming by Pheophan Procopovych. Methods of research: formal, which is often based on the use of statistics, quantitative material processing, comparative and historical. Scientific novelty. For the first time systematic representation of the main features of the stanza and rhyming by Pheophan Procopovych's poetry. Conclusions. The idea of monotony or even the primitiveness of the syllabic poem of the sixteenth and eighteenth centuries has been long established in Ukrainian literary criticism. First of all, such superficial judgments concerned stanzas and rhymes of the Ukrainian syllabic, which was treated as a form with a double-edged structure and a constant pair of female rhymes.
Preceding analysis showed that in the first half of the eighteenth century Ph. Prokopoviyh had substantially diversified the stanza of the Ukrainian syllabic verse. In addition to traditional and two-storied strophic compounds that are widely used in syllabic poetry, the poet also referred to the form of a terzetto for one rhyme with the AAA rhyme scheme ("Behind the pock-marked Grave"), in several texts -to the form of a catenary with crossrhyming of ABAB ("The crying of shepherds in protracted grief" etc.), as well as stanzas for six (AABCCB), seven (AABBCCB) and eight (AbAbCC x) rows. In addition, an octave with a classical version of this stanza, with a metric structure and a rhythmic pattern has become one of the variants. There is also one text with an unequal structure, consisting of distiches, terzetto and quatrains in the poet's work. In one of the texts ("Secular song") there are regular internal rhymes in the idle rows.
The most widespread size of the Ukrainian syllabicthe 13 -syllable verseis realized exclusively in the two-verse strophic form. At the same time, the second most commonly used "book" size is the 11 syllabic, on the contrary, is presented in various stanza form: distiches, quatrains with cross rhymes ABAB and octaves. The ditches, cross-rhymes quatrains, five-verse and seven-verse were found in strophic syllabic.
